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TO: Members of the Executive Board 

FROM: Jocelyn Heaton 

SUBJECT: Women and Gender Equity Network Report #2 

DATE:s August 9th, 2018 

 
 
UPDATE  

The main task WGEN has been working on since our last report is finalizing our 
first round of Volunteer hiring. We finished hiring our first round of Safe(r) Space 
volunteers and our Events Committee. Overall the interviews were successfully executed, 
with the Volunteer Coordinator leading the Space Interviews and the Community Events 
and Planning and Social and Political Advocacy team leading the Events interviews. 
Other exec members aided in the interview process when available as well. We are happy 
to have two strong teams of volunteers ready to tackle the year in their respective roles.  

Other than hiring, we have been largely conducting housekeeping and year 
planning tasks to prepare for the year. All the executive members have submitted Year 
Plans and we have been combining those into a schedule and detailed plan for the year. In 
doing this we have accomplished a few tasks. We have, once again, established our 
donation relationship with gc2b, assuring our binder program will continue in the 
2018-19 academic year.  We have begun reorganizing our book library to make it more 
accessible by adding Trigger warnings and an easier checkout system. Another focus has 
been on Welcome Week, organizing when and in what capacity WGEN will be present 
during WW events. We have solidified a collaboration with the MSU Maroons to 
promote consent culture as well as being invited to have booths/tables at Monday Night 
Lights, the Friday concert, and the Wellness Fair. We will also be helping to facilitate an 
guest speaker event focusing on Consent Culture and supporting Survivors. We have also 
begun planning a collaboration event for OPIRG’s Making Connections week, as well as 
planning our own opening event for the end of September. 

Lastly, we have begun planning our Training Weekend for September, which 
involves collaborating with all the other MSU peer support services as well as the TRRA. 
So far we have an outline of the weekend and what we want covered, and will have to 
soon focus on filling that outline with content. 

A challenger remains my absence from the province, making communications 
meetings and completing tasks somewhat difficult. I think the executive team is well 
adjusted to it at this point and has handled their roles very well. As well I will be 
returning to the province on August 19th. 
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SERVICE USAGE  
Physical Space 

The physical space is closed during the summer so we have had no usage in that 
regard. The space will reopen in early September. 
Resources 

We have given out some menstrual products, and a binder since our last update. 
This is done when people reach out to us by email or through our Facebook page asking 
to access our resources. We expect usage to go up during the school year. 
Social Media 

During the summer we haven’t had much to post about but have tried to update 
our followers on other events and things happening with groups like the Equity and 
Inclusion office, and other community events on our Twitter account. We are planning on 
launching an Instagram for Welcome Week and hope this boosts our Social Media 
following and usage. Once the year begins we hop to have more consistent posts on all 
our social media platforms so as to keep momentum going on interaction. 
Events and Programming 

We do not run events or programs during the summer so have no usage in that 
regard. Events and programs will resume in early September. 
 
PAST EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  

No events have been carried out since the last report  
 
UPCOMING EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  

We have advanced our planning of the three events mentioned in our last report. 
The Maroons Collaboration will be taking place during the Wellness fair, in which 
students will enter their name into a draw for all the stations activities completed, with 
ours being one of those stations. Our activity involves having a discussion about consent 
and then writing and consent related messages on our blackboard to have their photos 
taken. This is being held on August 30th. We have tentatively set our own opening event 
for September 20th and it will be a feminist trivia night. Finally we have begun making a 
presentation for the OPIRG collaboration set to happen on September 26th from 1-2pm 
during Making Connections week. The presentation will be a diversity and inclusivity 
workshop specifically catering to the university context. 
 
BUDGET  

I was mistaken in my previous report when I said we had spent 310$ form our 
Promotions budget line. A charge I thought was 200$ was actually 75$ and so we have  
actually only spent 180$, and since the last report have not made any other purchases. 
There was, however, a mix up with WGEN’s previous PTM and a charge that has been 
credited to my budget. What has happened is a charge meant to be on the 2017-2018  
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budget has been charged to the 2018-2019 budget because the order for goods was not 
processed through the Underground until June 19th. The charge is approximately 420$ 
and has been charged to my Volunteer Appreciation budget line. The goods, are of no use 
to this years team, as they are clothing items for last years executive members. I have 
asked if the charge could be removed but because the 2017-2018 budget is closed, I have 
been told that isn’t possible. I have requested that my Volunteer Appreciation budget be 
increased by the amount of the invoice in question so it does not harm my ability to 
appreciate the executive team and the volunteer teams this year. With 750$ allocated for 
appreciation this year, if not adjusted for, this will cut that budget more than half. 

Lastly, I have gotten tentative approval from the VP finance to spend 
Depreciation funding on some updated furniture and storage for the Space. I have 
submitted the PO and am awaiting approval to make the official order. 
 
VOLUNTEERS 

The executive team has been functioning very well, especially considering my 
absence from the province. Many of them have taken initiative to complete tasks and 
make headway on projects without prompt and are completed things with high quality. 
The hiring process was very stressful, but I believe they all did a wonderful job in 
working together and making them run smoothly 

As for our newly hired Volunteer teams, we have hired 30 Safe(r) Space 
Volunteers and 7 Events Committee Volunteers. We will likely not hold a second round 
for the Events team as 7 is approximately the number we would aim for in this role. 
However, we will be holding a second round for Safe(r) SPace as we would like to have 
approximately 10 more volunteers. This will likely be held between August 26th and 
September 9th. We plan to make Facebook groups for both of these teams in order to 
communicate.  

Once the year begins I hope to host volunteer appreciation events during each 
term for all volunteers as well as offering additional appreciation to volunteers who go 
above and beyond their roles. These will apply to executive members and our volunteer 
teams. 
 
CURRENT CHALLENGES  

The main challenges we have been facing has been communication and 
organization, particularly in regards to Welcome week. This challenge is partially related 
to my physical absence, making meetings, consultations, and generally getting tasks done 
difficult, but is also generally related to the stress all campus partners have regarding 
Welcome Week, and the immense amounts of tasks needed to get done, emails needing to 
get answered and events to plan. This has made it so some consultations were hard to 
book, events fell slightly behind in the planning process, or meetings were particularly 
stressful. But overall, things are still moving along and getting done and so I think we 
have done a fair job at coping with these barriers and addressing problems as they arise. 
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SUCCESSES  
I am extremely happy with my executive team and the tasks they have been 

completing over the summer. From large tasks like hiring volunteers and updating the 
website, to smaller things like planning events in advance, or attending tabling events at 
Horizons SuccessFest, every member of the executive team has put in solid efforts to get 
our service up and running on the right foot. I want to specifically mention the hiring 
tasks as the Volunteer Coordinator, the Community Events and Planning and Social and 
Political Advocacy teams collectively interviewed all qualified candidates and hired a 
combined total of 37 volunteers, with another round of hiring still to come. This was no 
easy task and they were able to complete it largely without obstacles. I am very proud of 
the volunteer team we have made for the year and look forward to working with all of 
them. 
 
OTHER 

I wanted to share some images of our updated website which has been completed 
by the Promotions executives. I think the new design is much more accessible and easier 
to navigate. Feel free to also explore the new site here: 
https://www.msumcmaster.ca/services-directory/46-women-and-gender-equity-network 
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